
Welcome to the 11th edition of our M49 Avonmouth Junction  
scheme newsletter. This issue includes a progress update,  
details of upcoming road closures and a glimpse of what  
we’ve been doing in the community.

Progress update
We’re making great progress on the junction  
which you can see from our latest pictures.  

The slip roads have now been built, and the 
underpasses are in place underneath  
the embankments.

We’ve completed pouring the concrete onto  
the decking of the new bridge; this will form  
a smooth surface for traffic to drive across.
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Next steps
We’ll be installing safety barriers, ducting and 
kerbs on the completed slip-roads. 

We need to carry out further concrete pours on the 
new bridge; these will form robust safety barriers 
that will protect vehicles from falling onto the road 
below in the event of a collision. We’ll need to 
close the motorway while this work is carried out 
and a diversion route will be in place throughout 
the closures. 

When? 
The M49 will be closed to traffic on the following 
dates and times:

21:00 Wednesday 28 August 
– 06:00 Thursday 29 August 

If we’re unable to complete the concrete pours on 
the above date, the following contingency date will 
be used: 

21:00 Friday 30 August –  
06:00 Saturday 31 August 

We always aim to work to the programme; 
however, unforeseen circumstances or adverse 
weather conditions may mean we have to make 
late changes. We’ll notify you of any major 
amendments within the programme via advance 
roadside warning signs. You can also follow us on 
Twitter where we’ll tweet any changes to the road 
closures; @HighwaysSWest. 



If you need help accessing this or any other Highways England 
information, please call 0300 123 5000 and we will help you.
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Community   
Name our drilling machine competition 
We’re putting in a new drainage pipe underneath 
the motorway to assist with flooding in the area.  
To do this, we must drill underneath the road. 

We asked the local primary schools to enter 
a competition to name our drilling machine.  
Severn Beach Primary School sent in some  
great suggestions and the top three were: 

In third place: ‘Phil the Drill’
In second place: ‘Harry the Hole-Maker’
And our winner:  ‘B.F.D. - The Big Friendly Drill’

We’ve had two stickers made; one has been 
stuck on the side of the drill head, and the other 
will be given to the child with the winning name 
- along with a good bag. We’re looking forward 
to presenting these to the child when the school 
returns from the summer break. 

Traffic management 
There are still narrow lanes on both sides of the 

motorway, but we are operating a 60mph speed 

limit on both the southbound and northbound 

carriageway. Free recovery is in place for 

breakdowns within our work zone. If affected, 

please call 07711 001158 for assistance. 

Temporary speed cameras are in place to make 

sure drivers are adhering to the speed restrictions. 

Text message service
If you would like receive text messages regarding 

future closures of the M49, we’re now running a 

text message service. To sign up, please text  

M49 to 60777. This will cost you the same rate as 

a standard text message and you can opt out at  

any point.

Contact us 
For general enquires about the scheme or to 

receive electronic versions of this and future 

newsletters, contact the Highways England  

project team:  

Email us: 

M49avonmouthjunction@highwaysengland.co.uk

Phone us: 0300 123 5000

You can also visit our website for more information 

and to register for email alerts whenever changes 

are made: www.highways.gov.uk/M49Avonmouth

Alternatively, please contact Elisabeth Exton, 

Stakeholder and Communications Manager, who 

is based on site, and can provide up-to-date 

information and meetings with interested parties  

if required. 
Email: Elisabeth.exton@gallifordtry.co.uk 

Telephone: 07843 358277


